
We could view M as a specification for the following program:
Until accept or reject do:

S: s =get-next-syrnbol.
If s = end-or-file then accept.
Else if s = a then go to S.
Else if s:: b then go to T.

Consider the following deterministic FSM M that accepts the language L = {1V e
{a.b} lie : w contains no more than one b}.

EXAMPLE 5.21 Hardcoding a Deterministic FSM

b

5.6.1 Simulating Deterministic FSMs
We begin by considering only deterministic FSMs. One approach is to think of an
FSM as the specification for a simple. table-driven program and then proceed to write
the code.

Once we have created an FSM to solve a problem. we may want tu simulate its execU
tion. In this section. we consider techniques for doing that. starling with DFSMs. and
then extending our ideas to handle nondeterminism.

5.6 Simulators for FSMs •

Many network communication protocols. including the Alternating Bit pro
tocol and TCP. are described as FSMs. (1.1)

• An FS~ can be simulated by a general purpose! interpreter. We will describe de
signs for such interpreters in the next section. Sometimes all that is required is a
simulation. In other cases, a simulation can he used to check a design before it is
translated into hardware.

• An FSM can be used as a specification for some critical aspect of the hehavior of 8
complex system. The specification can then be implemented in suftware just as any
specification might be. And the correctness of the implerncntution can be shown
by verifying that the implementation satisfies the specification (i.c .. that it match
es the FSM).
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5.6.2 Simulating Nondeterministic FSMs
Now suppose that we want to execute an NDFSM M. One solution is:

1U1f.'IIIlcollvertalldsimlilate(M :NDFSM) =

df:,msilllltlllte(lldfwltodfsm(M).

But, as we saw in Section 5.4.converting an NDFSM to a DFSM can be very ineffi
cient in terms of both time and space. If M has k states. it could lake time and space
equal to 0(2k ) just to do the conversion. although the simulation, after the conversion,
would take time equal to O(hol). So we would like a better way.We would like an
algorithm that directly simulates an NDFSM M without converting it to a DFSM first.

We sketched such an algorithm ndfsmsimulute in our discussion leading up to the
definition of the conversion algorithm ndfsmtodfsm. The idea is to simulate being in
sets of states at once. But. instead of generating all of the reachable sets of states right

Given an FSM M with states K. this approach will create a program of length
= 2 + (IKI·(III + 2». The time required to analyze an input string w is
O(lwl·I~I).The biggest problem with this approach is that we must generate new
code for every FSM that we wish to run. Of course, we could write an FSM compiler
that did that for us.But we don't need to.We can, instead, build an interpreter that ex
ecutes the FSM directly.

Here's a simple interpreter for a deterministic FSM M = (K, ~,8, s,A):
dfsmsimlllllle(M: DFSM, w: string) =
1. st = s.
2. Repeat:

2.1. c = get-next-symbol(w).

2.2. If c :F end-of-file then:

2.2.1. st = 8(st, c).

until c = end-of-file.

3. If st eA then accept else reject.

The algorithm dfsmsimulate runs in time approximately O(lwl), if we assume that
the lookup in step 2.2.1 can be implemented in constant time.

End.

T: s = get-next-symbol.
If s = end-of-file then accept.
Else if s = a then go to T.
Else if s = b then reject.
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5.7 Minimizing FSMs.
If we are going to solve a real problem with an FSM. we may want to find the smallest
one that docs the job. We will say that a DFSM M is ",Inimal irf there is no other
DFSM M' such that L(M) = L(M') and M' has fewer states than M does,

We might want to be able to ask:

t. Given a language, L, is there a minimal DFSM that accepts 1:1
2. If there is a minimal machine. is it unique?
3. Given a DFSM M that accepts some language L. can we tell whether M is minimal?
4. Given a DFSM M. can we construct a minimal equivalent OFSM AI'?

IfSI = 0 then exit.
until c = end-of-file.

S. If sl nA ~ o then accept else reject

Now there is no conversion cost. To analyze a string U' requires 1",1 passes through
the main loop in step 4.ln the worst case. M is in all states all the time and each of them
has a transition to every other one. So one pass could take as many as O( IK12)steps. for
a total costofO(w·IKI2}.

There is also a third way we could build a simulator Ior an N()FSM. We could build
a depth-first search program that examines the paths through M and stops whenever
either it finds a path that accepts or it has tried all the paths there arc.

stt = stl Ueps(r).
sl = sil.

,. Follow paths from all states M is
currently in.

,. Find all stales reachable from q
via a transition labeled c.'* Follow all s-transitions from there.

/. Done following nil paths. So st be
comes M's new slate.

,. If all paths have died. quit.

For all r : (q. c. r) E A. do:

away. as ndfsmw(/fwn does. it generates them on the ny. as they arc needed. being care
ful Dot to get stuck chasing s-loops.

We give here a more detailed description of mlfmr simulate, which simulates an
NDFSM M = (K. I. A.. s,A) running on an input string w:

ndfmtsiI1l1l1ale(M: NDFSM. '10: string) =

1. Declare the set st. '* st will hold the current state (a set of states from 1<).
2. Declare the set SI1. , •• tll will be built to contain the next state.
3. st = eps(.\·). , .. Start in all slates reachable Irom s via unly e-transitions-
4. Repeat:

c = get-next-symbol (w).

Ifc ~ end-of-file then do:
sil = 0.
For all q E SI do:
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• (1], [2},etc. wm refer to explicitly numbered classes.
• [x] describes the equivalence class that contains the string x.
• [some logical expression P) describes the equivalence class of strings that satisfy P.

We will use three notations to describe the equivalence classes of ~ L:

• Reflexive: \Ix e I· (x ~LX), because \Ix,1.e I* (Xl. e L ....xz e L).
• Symmetric: \lx.y e I· (x ~LY -+Y~LX). because \Ix,y. 1.e I· «Xl e L ++yz e L)

.... (yl eLs+x: e L».
• Transitive: \Ix,y. leI· «(x ~Ly)J\(y ~L w)) -+ (x ~L w)). because:

\lx.y. l. e I* «(Xl e L ++ Yl e L)A(yz e L ++ toze L» -+ (xz e L++wl. eL».

We will say that x and yare distinguishable with respect to L. iff they are not indis
tinguishable. So. if x and yare distinguishable, then there exists at least one string 1.
such that one but not both of Xl. and yz is in L.

Note that ~ L is an equivalence relation because it is:

EXAMPLE5.22 How ~l Depends on L

If L = {a}·, then a ~L aa ~L aaa. But if L = {we {a, b}·: Iwl is even}, then
a ~ L aaa, but it is not the case that a ~L aa because, if 1.= a I we have aa e L
but aaa ~L.

"'11. e I* (either both xz and yz e L or neither is).

In other words, ~L is a relation that is deftned so that X ~L Yprecisely in case, if x and
yare viewed as preftxes of some longer string, no matter what continuation string 1.
comes next, either both xz and Y1.are in L or both are not.

5.7.1 Building a Minimal DFSMfor a Language
Recall that in Section 5.3 we suggested that an effective way to think about the design
of a DFSM M to accept some language L over an alphabet I is to cluster the strings in
I. in sucb a way that strings that share a future will drive M to the same state. Wewill
now formalize that idea and use it as the basis for constructing a minimal DFSM to ac
cept L.

Wewill say that x and yare indistinguishable with respect to L, which we will write
asx ~LY iff:

The answer to all four questions is yes.We'll consider questions 1 and 2 ftrst, and then
consider questions 3 and 4.
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(e. b, abb, ... J
[a, abbba, .. _]

[I)
[2]

[all strings in L).
[all strings that end in a and have no prior
a that is not followed by a b).
(all strings that contain at least one in
stance of aa].

faa. abaa •... ][3]

J
EXAMPLE 5.23 Determining »t:

Let I = {a. b}. Let L = {weI· : every a is immediately followed by a b}.
To determine the equivalence classes of :::L. we begin by creating a first class

[11 and arbitrarily assigning e to it. Now consider a. It is distinguishable (rom B

since eab e L but aab ft L. So we create a new equivalence class (2) and put a in
it. Now consider b. b ~ L e since every string is in L unless it has an a that is not fol
lowed by a b. Neither of these has an a that could have that problem. So they are
both in L as long as their continuation doesn't violate the rule. I( their continua
tion does violate the rule, they are both out. So b goes into [1).

Next we try aa, It is distinguishable from the strings in () }because the strings in
[1] are in L but aa is not. So, consider e as a continuation string. Take any string in
[1] and concatenate e.The result is still in L. But aae is not in L. We also notice
that aa is distinguishable from a. and so cannot be in (2). because a still has a
chance to become in L if it is followed by a string that starts with a b. But aa is out,
no matter what comes next. We create a new equivalence class (31 and put aa in it.
We continue in this fashion until we discover the properly that holds of eacb
equivalence class.

The equivalence classes of ~ L are:

• No equivalence class of :::::I. is empty, and
• Every string in I * is in exactly one equivalence class of ::::I.'

What we will see soon is that the equivalence classes of ::::I. correspond exactly 10
the states of the minimum DFSM that accepts L. So every SI ring in ~. will drive that
DFSM to exactly one stale.

Given some language L.how can we determine e I_? Any pair of strings x and y are
related via ~ I. unless there exists some z that could follow them and cause one to be
in L and the other not to be. So it helps to begin the analysis by considering simple
strings and seeing whether they are distinguishable or not. One way to start this
process is to begin lexicographically enumerating the strings in ~. and continue until
a pattern has emerged.
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From this example, we make one new observation about ~ L:

• While no equivalence class may contain both strings that are in L and strings that are
not, there may be more than one equivalence class that contains strings that are in
L.For example, in this last case, all the strings in classes (1]. [2],and [3]are inL.Only
those that are in [4],which corresponds to the dead state, are not in L.That is be
cause of the structure of L:Any string is in L until it violates the rule, and then it is
hopelessly out.
Does ~ I. always have a finite number of equivalence classes? It has in the two ex

amples we have considered so far. But let's consider another one.

[e].
[all nonempty strings that end in a
and have no identical adjacent
characters].
[all nonempty strings that end in b
and have no identical adjacent
characters ].
[aUstrings that contain at least
one pair of identical adjacent
characters] .

[aa, abaa, ababb •.. ][4]

[b, ab, bab, abab, .... ][3]

[e]
[a, aba, ababa. ... ]

[1]
[2]

EXAMPLE 5.24 When More Than One ClassContains Strings in L

Let ~ = {at b}. Let L = {we {a. b}*: no two adjacent characters are the
same}. The equivalence classes of ~ L are: .

Even this simple example ilJustrates three key points about ~ L:

• No equivalence class can contain both strings that are in L and strings that are not.
This is clear if we consider the continuation string e. If x e L then xe e L. IfY, L
then y,; , L. So x and yare distinguishable bye.

• If there are strings that would take a DFSM for L to the dead state (in other words,
strings that are out of L no matter what comes next), then there will be one equiv
alence class of ~ t: that corresponds to the dead state.

• Some equivalence class contains e. Itwill correspond to the start state of the mini
mal machine that accepts L.
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So now we know a lower bound on the numher of states that are required to build
an FSM to accept a language L. But is it always possible to find a DFSM M such that
IKMI is exactly equal to the number of equivalence classes of =::,:! The answer is yes.

Theorem: Let L be a regular language and let M = (K. !.8•.Ii,A) he a OrSM that
accepts L. The number of states in M is greater than or equal to the numher of
equivalence classes of :::;L.

Proof: Suppose that the number of states in M were less than the number of equiv
alence classes of ;::::I.' Then. by the pigeonhole principle. there must be at least one
state q that contains strings from at least two equivalence classes of ~t .. Rut then
M's future behavior on those strings will be identical, which is not consistent with
the fact that they are in different equivalence classes of :::::.,._

THEOREM 5.4 ~L Imposesa lower Bound on the Minimum Number of
Statesof a DFSMfor L

So, if L = A'B", then =c has an infinite number of equivalence classes. This should
come as no surprise. A"B" is not regular, as we will prove in Chapter R If the equiva
lence classes of :::;L are going to correspond to the states of a machine to accept L. then
there will be a finite number of equivalence classes precisely in case L is regular.

We are now ready to talk about DFSMs and to examine the relationship between
~L and any DFSM that accepts L.To help do that we will soy that .. state II of a DFSM
M contains the set. of strings s such that M, when started in its start slate. lands in q
after reading s.

But we seem to be in trouble. Each new string of a's has to go in an equivalence
class distinct from the shorter strings because each string requires a different con
tinuation string in order to become in L. So the set of equivalence classes of R:L
must include at least all of the following classes:

{[n J : n is a positive integer and (nl contains the single string a"-1}
Of course, classes that include strings that contain b's are also required.

(1] [£1.
[2] (a).

(31 (aa].
[4) (aaa).

EXAMPLE 5.25 r:;l for AnBn

Let l: = {a. b}. Let L = A"B" = {a"b" :n ~ O}.
We can begin constructing the equivalence classes of ;::::L:
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(transitivity of 1-",-).
(definition of s as yc).

([e],YCf) 1-",·(lve],t)
([e), .f/) 1-,.,* «(s], t)

,. Combining those two. after M has read k + 1 characters:

(definition of 8",).(b'1,CI) 1- ",* ([ye], r)

'* M reads one more character:

(induction hypothesis, since Iyl = k),(le], ycr) 1-",* l[J}. ct)
'* M reads the first k characters:

Theorem: Let L be a regular language over some alphabet l:. Then there is a
DFSM M that accepts L and that has precisely n states where n is the number of
equivalence classes of ~ L' Any other DFSM that accepts L must either have
more stales than M or it must be equivalent to M except for state names.

Proof: The proof is by construction of M = (K, l:.8, s, A). where:

• K contains 11 states. one for each equivalence class of ~ L'

• S = tel. the equivalence class of e under ~L'

• A = ([x) :xfiiL}.
• 8(lxl. (I) = Ixtl). In other words. if M is in the state that contains some string x,

then, after reading the next symbol a, it will be in the state that contains .ra.

For this construction to prove the theorem, we must show:

• K is finite, Since L is regular, it is accepted by some DFSM M'. M' has some
finite number of states m.ByTheorem 5.4,n s m. So K is finite.

• 8 is a function. In other words. it is defined for all (state, input) pairs and it
produces. for each of them, a unique value.The construction defines a value of
8 for all (state, input) pairs.The fact that the construction guarantees a unique
such value follows from the definition of 1'::1L'

• L = L(M). In other words. M does in fact accept the language L.To prove
this. we must first show that 'v'S.1 ([e), SI) 1-M· ([s), t». In other words,
when M starts in its start state and has a string that we are describing as
having two parts.s and f. to read. it correctly reads the first part s and lands
in the state [s], with t left to read. We do this by induction on lsi. If lsi = 0
then we have ([e]. e I) 1-",* ([el.I), which is true since M simply makes
zero moves. Assume that the claim is true if lsi = k, Then we consider
what happens when lsi = k + 1. lsi ~ 1, so we can let s :: yc where ye ~*
and c e ~. We have:

language
THEOREM 5.5 There Exists a Unique Minimal DFSMfor Every Regular
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The construction that we used to prove Theorem 5.S is useful in its own right:
We can us it, if we know ~ L' to construct a minimal DFSM for 1-.

Note that M# has n states and there are" equivalence classes of ==L' Since
none of those equivalence classes is empty (by the definition of equivalence
classes), M' either wastes no states (i.e., every state contains at least one string)
or, if it does waste any states. it has at least one state that contains strings in dif
ferent equivalence classes of ~ l» If the latter, then L( M#) ~ L. So we assume
the former, Now suppose that M# is different from M, Then there would have to
be at least one state CJ and one input symbol c such that M has 0 transition (q, c, rl
and Mil has a transition (q, c, t) and , ~ I.Call the set of strings that r contains
[rJ. Since M# has no unused states (i.e., states that contain no strings). hy the pi
geonhole principle, M#'s transition (q, c. t) must send some string s in (rJ to a
state, t, that also contains strings that are not in (r). All strings in It) will then
share all futures with s. But s is distinguishable from the strings in (II. If two
strings that are distinguishable with respect to L share all futures in Mtf. then
L(M#) ~ L. Contradiction.

• There exists no smaller machine Mil that also accepts L.This follows directly
from Theorem 5.4, which says that the number of equivalence classes of ==L
imposes a lower bound on the number of states in any DFSM that accepts L.

• There is no different machine M# that also has" states and that accepts L.
Consider any DFSM M# with n states. We show that either Mil is identical to
M (up to state names) or L(Mtt) "'" L(M ).
Since we do not care about state names. we can stundurdize them. Call
the start state of both M and Mil state I. Define a lexicographic ordering
on the elements of I. Number the rest of the states in both M and Mil as
follows:
Until all states have been numbered do:

Let q be the lowest numbered state from which there arc transitions
that lead to an as yet unnumbered state.
List the transitions that lead out from q to any unnumbered state. Sort
those transitions lexicographically by the symbol on them.
Go through the sorted transitions (q, a,p). in order. and. for each. assign
the next unassigned number to state p.
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Now let I be e. (In other words. we are examining M's behavior after it
reads its entire input string.) Let s be any string in ~ •. By the claim we just
proved, ((s), s) 1-",· ([,i}. e). M will accept s iff [s] e A. which. hy the way in
which A was constructed. it will be if the strings in [s) arc in L. SoM accepts
precisely those strings that are in M.



a,b

• The equivalence classes of:::::L become the states of M.
• The start state is [e] = [1].
• The accepting states are all equivalence classes that contain strings inL,namely

[1), [2], and [3].
• 8([xJ, a) = [xa]. So, for example, equivalence class [1] contains the string e.

If the character a follows e, the resulting string, a, is in equivalence class [2}.
So we create a transition from [1] to [2) labeled a. Equivalence class [2] con
tains the string a. If the character b follows a, the resulting string, ab, is in
equivalence class [3].So we create a transition from [2] to [3] labeled b.And
so forth.

We build a minimal DFSM M to accept L as follows:

{s].
{all nonempty strings that end in a
and have no identical adjacent
characters} .
{all nonempty strings that end in b
and have no identical adjacent
characters} .
{all strings that contain at least one
pair of identical adjacent characters;
these strings are not inL,no matter
what comes next}.

[aa, abaa, ababb ... ][4]

[b, ab, bab, abab, ... ][3)

[e)
[a, aba, ababa, ... ]

[1]
(2)

EXAMPLE 5.26 Building a Minimal DFSM from ~

We consider again the language of Example 5.24:Let ~ = {a,b}. Let L = {we
{a,b}· : no two adjacent characters are the same}.

The equivalence classes of ~L are:
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Both approaches work. We will present an algorithm that takes the second one.
Our goal is to end up with a minimal machine in which all cquivatcnt states of M

have been collapsed. In order to do that, we need a precise definition of what it means
for two states to be equivalent (and thus collapsible). We will usc the following;

We will say that two states q and p in Mare equivalenl. which we will write q • P.
iff for all strings tV E I·.either w drives M to an accepting state from both q and p or it

t. Begin with M and collapse redundant slates. getting rid of one at a time until tbe
resulting machine is minimal.

2. Begin by overclustering the states of L into just two groups. accepting and nonac
cepting, Then iteratively split those groups apart until all the distinctions that L
requires have been made.

5.7.2 Minimizing an Existing DFSM
Now suppose that we already have a DFSM M that accepts L. In Iact, possibly Mis the
only definition we have of L. In this case, it makes sense to construct a minimal DFSM
to accept L by starting with M rather than with ~ I.' There are two approaches that we
could take to constructing a minimization algorithm:

The Myhill-Nerode theorem gives us our first technique for proving that a language
L, such as A"S". is not regular. It suffices to show that ::::,.has an infinite number of
equivalence classes. But using tbe Myhill-Nerode theorem rignrously is difficult. In
Chapter 8, we will introduce other methods that are harder to usc incorrectly,

Theorem: A language is regular iff the number of equivalence classes of ::::L is finite.

Proof: We do two proofs to show the two directions of the implication:

L regular -+ the number 0/ equivalence classes 0/ ':::::I. Is /inllt: If L is regular. then
there exists some DFSM M that accepts L.M has some finite number of states m.By
Theorem 5.4. the number of equivalence classes of ::::,.S III. SU the number of
equivalence classes of ':::::I. is finite.
The number 0/ tquivalena classes 0/ ':::::Lis finlte - L regular. If the number of
equivalence classes of =:;,. is finite. then the construction that was described in the
proof of Theorem 5.5 will build a DFSM that accepts L.So L must be regular.

The fact that it is always possible to construct a minimum DFSM M to accept any lan
guage L is good news. As we will see later, the fact that that minimal DFSM is unique up
to state names is also useful. In particular. we will usc it as a hasis for an algorithm that
checks two DFSMs to see if they accept the same language. The theorem that we have
just proven is also useful because it gives us an easy way to prove the following resull,
which goes by two names. Nerode's theorem and the Myhill-Ncrode theorem.
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For two states q and p to be equivalent, they must yield the same outcome for all
possible continuation strings.We can't claim an algorithm (or finding equivalent states
that works by trying all possible continuation strings since there is an infinite number
of them (assuming that l: is not empty). Fortunately, we can show that it is necessary to
consider only a finite subset of them. In particular, we will consider them one character
at a time, and quit when considering another character has no effect on the machine we
are building.

We define a series of equivalence relations -", for values of n ::i!: O.For any two
states p and q.p ." q iffp and q yield the same outcome for all strings of length n.So:

• p. 0q iff they behave equivalently when they read E. In other words, if they are
both accepting or both rejecting states.

• p. Iq iff they behave equivalently when they read any string of length 1.In other
words, if any single character sends both of them to an accepting state or both of
them to a rejecting state. Note that this is equivalent to saying that any single char
acter sends them to states that are ==0 to each other.

• p.2 q iff they behave equivalently when they read any string of length 2, which
they will do if,when they read the first character they land in states that are -) to
each other. By the definition of _1, they wiu then yield the same outcome when
they read the single remaining character.

• And so forth.

In this machine state q2 • state q3'

EXAMPLE 5.27 A Nonminimal DFSMwith Two Equivalent States

Let}: = {a, b}. Let L = {'WE}:·: l'loliseven}. Consider the following FSM
that accepts L:

drives M to a rejecting state from both q and p. In other words. no matter what contin
uation string comes next, M behaves identically from both states. Note that • is an
equivalence relation over states, so it will partition the states of M into a set of equiva
lence classes.
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Determine which element of classes l/ goes to if c is read.
If there are any two states p and q such that there is ,10)' character c such

that, when c is read, p goes to one clement of classes and {I goes to
another. then p and q must be split. Create as many new equivalence
classes as are necessary so that no state remains in the same class

,. Look at each state and build a table of
what it does, Then the tables for all
states in the class can he compared to
sec if there are any differences that
force splitting.

For each character c in l:do:

For each state q in e do:

,. At each pass. we build a new set of classes. splitting
the old ones as necessary. Then this new set be
comes the old set, and the process is repealed.

2.2. For each equivalence class ~ in classes, if C' contains more than one state. see
if it needs to be split:

2.1. newclasses = 0.
2. Repeat until a pass at which no change to classes has been made:

We can state this definition concisely as follows. For all p. q e K:

• p.n q iff they are both accepting or both rejecting states,
• Foralln ~ 1,q ."piff:

• q -"-' p, and
• Va E !(8(p, (I) -"-' 8((/. a».
We wiJIdefine minDFSM. a minimization algorithm that takes as it!\ input a DFSM

M = (K, I, B,s, A). Mi"DFSM will construct a minimal DFSM M' that is equivalent
to M. It begins by constructing _0, which divides the states of M into at most two
equivalence classes. corresponding to A and K -A. If M has no accepting Slates or if all
its states are accepting. then there will be only one nonempty equivalence cI<lSSand we
can quit since there is a one-state machine that is equivalent to M.We consider there
fore only those cases where both A and K - A are nonernpty,

MillDFSM executes a sequence of steps. during which it constructs the sequence of
equivalence relations _I, .2 ..... To construct .1: ...'. ",i"DFSM hegins with -".
But then it splits equivalence classes of sk whenever it discovers some pair of states
that do not behave equivalently. MillDFSM halts when it discovers that 05" is the same
as _". I.Any further steps would operate on the same set of equivalence classes and so
would also fail to find any states that need to be split.

We can now state the algorithm:
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1* Initially, just two classes of states, accepting and
rejecting.

minDFSM(M: DFSM) :=

1. classes = {A, K-A}.



No splitting required here,«4, a), [1,3,5,6»
«4, b), [1. 3, 5. 6])

«2, a), [1,3,5,6])
((2, b), [1,3,5,6])

Wewill show the operation ofminDFSM at each step:
Initially,classes = {[2,4], [1.3,5,6)}.

At step 1:

a.b

EXAMPLE 5.28 Using minDFSM to Find a Minimal Machine

Let l: = {a, b}. Let M =

if 8M (C/, cl = p, then 8M• ({q], c). = (Pl·
Clearly, no class that contains a single state can be split. So, if IK i is k, then the max

imum number of times that minDFSM can split classes is k - 1. SinceminDFSM halts
when no more splitting can occur, the maximum number of times it can go through the
loop is k - 1.Thus m;nDFSM must halt in a finite number of steps. M' is the minimal
DFSM that is equivalent to M since:

• M' is minimal: It splits classes and thus creates new states only when necessary to
simulate M, and

• L(M') = L(M): The proof of this is straightforward by induction on the length of
the input string.

1* The states of the minimal machine will correspond exactly to. the elements of
classes at this point. We use the notation [qIfor the element of classes that contains
the original state q.
3. Return M' = (classes, l:,8, [SM], ([q: the elements of q are in AM]}), where OM'

is constructed as follows:

with a state whose behavior differs from its.Insert those classes into
newclasses.

If there are no states whose behavior differs, no splitting is necessary.ln
sert (! into newclasses ..

2.3. classes = newclasses.
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A canonical form for some set of objects C assigns exactly one representation to each
class of "equivalent" objects in C. Further. each such rcprescntution is distinct, so two
objects in C share the same representation iff they arc "equivalent" in ihe sense for
which we define the form.

5.8 A Canonical Form for Regular Languages

a,b

So m;IIDFSM returns M' =

Nu splitting required.«5. a).[2j)
(5. b).14])

«3. a).l2»
«3, b). (4»

At step 3:

« I.a). [2])
«1, b). (4])

Classes = {ll]. l41. II. 3,5]. [flJ}.

«5. a). [2.4)) No splitting required.
«5. b).12.4l>

«3. a). (2.4»
«3.b).(2.4J)

These two must be! split.«4. a).lflJ)
«4. b). 11.3.5])

«2, a). [1,3,5])
«(2, b). (6»

«1.a).l2. 4])
«l,b). [2,4»

At step 2:

Classes = (l2. 4), (1. 3. 5]. (6) J-

There are two different paucrns, so we must split into twu classes.j l. 3. 5) and
[6). Note that, although IhJ has the same behavior as 12.4) after reading a single
character. it cannot be combined with 12.41 because they do nut share behavior
after reading no characters.

((h. a). It.3.5.6»
(lb. b). It. 3.5.6])

«5. a).12..tj)
«5. b). 12.41)

«3.a).r2.4])
«3. b). [2,4J)

«1.a).(2.4l)
«1. b).[2.41)

EXAMPLE 5.28 (Continued)
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Suppose that we had a canonical form for FSMs with the property that two FSMs
share a canonical form iff they accept the same language. Further suppose that we had
.an algorithm that on input M, constructed M's canonical form. Then some questions
'about FSMs would become easy to answer. For example. we could test whether two
FSMs are equivalent (i.e., they accept the same language), Itwould suffice to construct
the canonical Cormfor each of them and test whether the two forms are identical.

The algorithm minDFSM constructs, from any DFSM M. a minimal machine that
accepts L(M), By Theorem 5.5, all minimal machines for L(M) are identical except
possibly for state names. So. if we could define a standard way to name states. we could
define. a canonical machine to accept L(M) (and thus any regular language). The fol
lowing algorithm does this by using the slate-naming convention that we described in
the proof of Theorem 5.5:

i>uiIIIFSMcaIlOlz;cal/orm(M: FSM) =

1. M' = mltwllInt(f.wll(M).
2~M# = miflDFSM(M').
3. Create a unique assignment of names to the states of M# as follows:

3,t. Callihe start stale {/fl'

3.2. Define an order on the elements of ~.
3.3 Until all stales have been named do:

Select the lowestnumbered named state that has not yet been selected. Call itc/.
Create an ordered list of the transitions out of lJ by the order imposed oil
their labels.
Create an ordered list of the as yet unnamed states that those transitions

enter by doing the following: If the first transition is iq,c,.PI). then put
PI first. If the second transition is (q. Cl.P!) and PI is not already on the
list. put it next. If it is already on the list, skip it. Continue until all tran
sitions have been considered. Remove from the list any states that have
already been named.

Name the states on the list that was just created: Assign to the first one the
name lJk. where k is the smallest index that hasn't yet been used.Assign
the next name to the next state and so forth until all have been named.

4. Return M#,

Given two FSMs MI and Mz.. huildFSMcatlollical/orm(M,) = buildFSMcallonical
IMIIl (M2) iff L (M,) = L. (M;!). We'll see, in Section 9.1.4, one important use for this
canonical form: It provides the basis for a simple way to test whether an FSM accepts
any strings or whether two FSMs are·equivalent.

The ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a canonical form for
Boolean expressions that makes it possible for model checkers to verify the
correctness of very large concurrent systems.and hardware circuits. (8.1.3)
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A different definition for a deterministic finite state transducer permits each ma
chine to output any finite sequence: of symbols as it makes each transition (in other
words, as it reads each symbol of its input). FSMs that associate outputs with transitions

Consider the following controller for a single direction of a very simple U.S. traf
fic light (which ignores time of day, traffic, the need to tet emergency vehicles
through, etc.),Wewill also ignore the fact that a practical controller has to manage
all directions for a particular intersection. In Exercise 5.16,wewill explore remov
ing some of these limitations.

The states in this simple controller correspond to the light's colors: green, yel
Jow and red. Note that the definition of the start state is arbitrary. There are three
inputs, all of which are elapsed time.

EXAMPLE5.29 A Typical United States Traffic Light

So far. we have used finite state machines as language recognizers. All we have cared
about, in analyzing a machine M. is whether or DotM ends in an accepting state. But it
is a simple matter to augment our finite state model to allow for output at each step of
a machine's operation. Often. once we do that, we may cease to care about whether M
actually accepts any strings. Many fmite state transducers are loops that simply run for
ever, processing inputs.

One simple kind of finite state transducer associates an output with each state of a
machine M.That output is generated whenever M enters the associated state. Deter
ministic finite state transducers of this sort are called Moore machines. after their inven
tor Edward Moore.A Moore machine M is a seven-tuple (K, I. O.~. D. s, A). where:

• K is a finite set of states,
• I is an input alphabet,
• 0 is an output alphabet,
• s e K is the start state,
• A ~ K is the set of accepting states (although for some applications this designation

is not important).
• 6 is the transition function. It is function from (K X }:) to (K), and
• D is the display or output function. It is a function from (K) to (0*).

A Moore machine M computes a function f( tv) iff,when it reads the input string w, its
output sequence isf(w).

5.9 Finite State Transducers.
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Bar codes are ubiquitous. We consider here a Simplification: a bar code system
that encodes just binary numbers. Jmagine a bar code such as:

EXAMPLE 5.31 A Bar Code Reader

Digital circuits can be modeled as transducers using either Moore or Mealy
machines. (P.3)

EXAMPLE 5.30 Generating Parity Bits

The followingMealy machine adds an odd parity bit after every four binary digits that
it reads. Wewill use the notation alb on an arc to mean that the transition may be fol
lowed if the input character is Q. If it is followed. then the string b will be generated.

are called Mealy machines. after their inventor George Mealy.A Mellly machine M is a
six-tuple (K, I. 0.6.s.A). where:
• K is a finite set of states,
• I is an input alphabet,
• 0 is an output alphabet.
• s e K is the start state.
• A ~ is the set of accepting states, and
• 6 is the transition function. It is a function (rom (K X I) to (K X 0*).

A Mealy machine M computes a functionf(w) iff.when it reads the input string w, its
output sequence isJ(w).
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A process that reads an input string and constructs a corrc.spl)llllil1.~output string can
be described in a variety of different ways. Why should we choose the finite state trans
ducer model'? One reason is that it provides a declurutivc, rather than a procedural,
way to describe the relationship between inputs and outputs, Such .1 dcclurutivc model
can then be run in two directions. For example:

• To read an English text requires transforming a word like "liberties" into the root
word "liberty" and the affix PLURAL. To generate an En!!li"h text requires trans
forming a root word like "liberty" and the semantic marker "I'll IRAL ~ into the
surface word "liberties". If we could specify. in a ~il1g.ll' declarative model.the rela
tionship between surface words (the ones we ",ec in text) and underlying root words
and affixes. we could use it for either upplication.

5.10 Bidirectional Transducers _

Interpreters Ior finite stale transducers C,1nhe huilt using techniques similar to the
ones that we used in Section 5.(llt' build interpreters I'm tlnite l'latl.' ruachincs,

1\ is composed of columns. each of the same width. !\ column can he either white
or black. If two black columns occur next to each other. it wrll look to us like a sin
gle. wide. black column. hut the reader will see two adjacent black columns of the
standard width. The job of the white columns is to delimit the black ones, A single
black column encodes n.A double black column encodes I.

W~ can build a finite state transducer to read such a bur code and output a string
of binary digits. Wt!'11 represent a black bar with the symhol Band a while. bar with
the symbol W.The input to the transducer will he a sequence of those symbols.cor
responding to reading the bar code left to right. We'll assume that every correct bar
code starts with a black column. so white space ahead of the first black column is ig
nored, We'll also assume that after every complete bar code uicrc 'ire (It least two
white columns. So the reader should. at that point. reset to he rcady to read the next
code. If the reader sees three or more black columns in a row, it must indicate an
error and slay in its error state until it is reset by seeing two while columns.

EXAMPLE 5.31 (Continued)
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EXAMPLE 5.33 Soundex: A Way to Find Similar Sounding Names

People change the spelling of their names. Sometimes the spelling was changed
for them when they immigrated to a country with a different language. a different
set of sounds. and maybe a different writing system. For various reasons, one

Of course. the real power of bidirectional finite state transducers comes (rom their
ability to model more complex processes.

~:::

When we define a regular language, it doesn't matter what alphabet we use.Any
thing that is true of a language L defined over the alphabet {a,b} will also be true
of the language L' that contains exactly the strings in L except that every a has
been replaced by a 0 and every b has been replaced by a L We can build a simple
bidirectional transducer that can convert strings in L to strings in L' and viceversa.

EXAMPLE 5.32 Letter Substitution

• The Soundex system, described below in Example 5.33. groups names that sound
alike. To create the Soundex representation of a name requires a set of rules for
mapping the spelling of the name 10 a unique four character code. To find other
names that sound like the one that generated a particular code requires running
those same rules backwards.

• Many things we call translators need to run in both directions. For example. consider
translating between Roman numerals Q and Arabic ones.

Ifwe expand the definition of a Mealy machine to allow nondetermlnism, then any
of these bidirectional processes can be represented. A nondeterministic Mealy ma
chine can be thought of as defining a relation between one set of strings (for example.
English surface words) and a second set of strings (for example. English underlying
root words. along with affixes). 11 is possible that we will need a machine that is nonde
terministic in one or both directions because the relationship between the two sets may
not be able to be described as a function.

The facts about English spelling rules and morphological analysis can be
described with a bidirectional finite state transducer. (L.l)
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B,P.F.V = 1.

C. S, G. J, K.Q.X. Z = 2.

D.T = 3.
L=4.
M,N = 5.
R = 6.

3.2. Delde all instances of the letters A. E.l. 0. lJ. Y.H. and W.

4. If the string contains more than three numbers, delete all hut the leftmost
three.

S. If the string contains fewer than three numbers. pad with (rs on the right to
get three.

Here's an initial fragment of a finite-stale transducer that implements the rela
tionship between names and Soundex codes. The complete version of this ma
chine can input a name and output a code hy interpreting each transition labeled
x/yas saying lhat the transition can be taken on input r and it will output y. Going
the other direction, it can input a code and output a name if it interprets each
transition the other way: 00 input y. take the transition and output .~.'Io simplify

might want to identify other people- to whom nne is related. But because of
spelling changes, it isn't sufficient simply to look Ior people with exacuy the same
last name. The Soundex CJ system was patented hy Margaret O'Dell and Robert
C. Russell in IlJIX as a solution tu this problem.The system maps any name to a
four character code that is derived from the original name but lhat throws away
details of the! sort that often get perturbed as names evolve. Suo tu find related
names, one can run the Soundcx transducer in one direction, lrorn a starting name
to its Soundcx code and then. in the other direction. from the code to the other
names that share that code. For example. ifwe start with the name Kaylor. we will
produce the Soundex code K460. If we then usc that code and run the transducer
backwards. we can generate the names Kahler. Kaler, Kaylor, Keeler. Kellar,
Kelleher. Keller. Kelliher. Kilroe ..Kilroy. Koehler. Kohler, Koller. und Kyler.

The Soundex system is described by the lollowing set of' rules for mapping
from a name to a Soundcx code:

1. If two or more adjacent letters (including the first in the name) would map
to the same number if rule 3.1 were applied to them. remove all hut the first
in the sequence.

2. The first character of the Soundex code will be the Iirst lcuer of the name.
3. For all other letters of the name do:

3.1. Convert the letters B. P. F.V.C. S.G. J. K.0,X. Z. D.T. L M. N. and R to
numhers using the following correspondences:

EXAMPLE 5.33 (Continued)
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Nondeterministic (possibly stochastic) FSMs can form the basis of video
gaines. (N.3.1 )

Must of the finite state transducers that we have considered so far are deterministic. But
that is simply a property of the kinds of applications to which they are put. We do not want
to live in a world of nondeterministic traffic lights or phone switching circuits. So we typi
cally design controllers (i.e..machines that run things) to be deterministic. For some appli
cations though. nondcterminism can be useful. For example, it can add entertainment value.

5.11 Stochastic Finite Automata: Markov Models and HMMs •

Notice that in one direction (from names to codes), this machine operates de
terministically. But. because information is lost in that direction, if we run the ma
chine in the direction that maps from codes to names. it becomes nondeterministic.
For example, the s-transitions can be traversed any number of times to generate
vowels that are not represented in the code. Because the goal. in running the ma
chine in the direction from code to names is to generate actual names. the system
that does this is augmented with a list of names found in U.S. census reports. It can
then follow paths that match those names.

The Soundcx system was designed for the specific purpose of matching names
in United States census data from the early part of the twentieth century and be
fore. Newer systems, such as Phenix and Metaphone Q. are attempts to solve the
more general problem of identifying words that sound similar to each other. Such
systems are used in a variety of applications, including ones that require matching
a broader range of proper names (e.g .•genealogy and white pages look up) as well
as more genera) word matching tasks (e.g .. spell checking).

BIB

the diagram. we've used two conventions: The symbol # stands for anyone of the
letters A.E.I.O.U.Y.H. or W. And a label of the form x, v.zla is a shorthand for
three transitions labeled xla.yta, and zla.Also, the states are named to indicate
how many code symbols have been generated/read.
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Exercises
1. Give a clear English description of the language accepted by the following DFSM:

Theorem: There exist decision procedures for all of the fol1owingproperties:

• Emptiness: Given a Buchi automaton B. is L(B) empty?
• Nonemptiness: Given a Buchi automaton B,is L(8) nonempty?
• Inclusion: Given two BUchiautomata BI and 82• is L(81) ~ L(~)?
• Equivalence: Given two Buehl automata 81 and 82• is L(81) = L(82)?

Proof:The proof of each of these claims can be found in [Thomas 1990}.

THEOREM5.10 Decision Procedures for Buchi Automata

Buchi automata are useful as models for computer systems whose properties we
wish to reason about because a set of important questions can be answered about
them. In particular. BUchiautomata share with FSMs the existence of decision proce
dures for all of the properties described in the following theorem:

(rom a new start state to the states that the original machines can reach after
reading one input character.

• Intersection: If LI and Lz are Buchi-acceptable, then LI n Ll is also Buchi-ac
ceptable. The proof is by construction of a BUehl automaton that effectively
runs a Buchi automaton for L, in parallel with one for L2•

• Complement: If L is Buchi-acceptable, then ~L is also Buchi-acceptable, The
proof of this claim is less obvious. It is given in [Thomas 1990].
Further. if L is a regular language. then L~ is BUchi-acceptable. The proof is

analogous to the proof that the regular languages are closed under Kleene star,
but we must again use the modification that was used above in the proof of clo
sure under concatenation.
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2. Show a DFSM to accept each of the following languages:
a. {w E{ a. b}* : every a in w is immediately preceded and followed hy b].
b. {t.O E {a,b}111 : 'W does not end in ba}.
c. f tV E {,O,1}* :w corresponds to the binary encoding. without leading O's,of nat

ural numbers that are evenly divisible by 4 }.
d. {'WE {0.1}* : 'IL' corresponds to the binary encoding. without leading 0'5. of nat

ural numbers that are powers of 4}.
e. {w E {0-9 }* : UJ corresponds to the decimal encoding. without leading O's,of an

odd natural number} ..
r. {WE {0.1}*: w has 001 as a substring}.
g. {'W E {O,1}* : 'IV does not have 001 as a substring};
h. {w E {a, b}. ~w has bbab as a substring}.
i~ {w E {a, b}* ; 'W has neither ab nor bb as a substring).
j. {w E{a.b l* ':w has both aa and bb as a substrings -}.
k. {w E {a, b}*; .~ contains at least two b's that are not immediately followed

by an a}..
I. {·wE {O,l} * :10 has no more than one pair of consecutive O'sand no more

than one pair of consecutive L's}.
m. {'UJ e {O.1} '".:none of the prefixes of wends in 0 I.
D. {1.0 E {a. b}*: (#a(W) + 2· #b(W)) - 5OJ. (#a(w) is the number or a's in ·w).

3. Consider the children's game Rock, Paper. Scissors Q.We'll say that the first player
to win two rounds wins the game. Call the two players A and 8.
a. Define an alphabet 1: and describe a technique for encoding Rock. Paper. Scissors

games as strings over 1:. (Him: Each symbol in I should correspond to an ordered
pair that describes the simultaneous actions of A and n.)

b. Let LRPS'be the language of Rock. Paper. Scissors games. encoded as strings as
described in part (a), that correspond to wins for player A. Show a DFSM that
accepts LRPS'

4. IfM is a DFSM and e EL(M). what simple properly must be true of M'!
5. Consider the following NDFSM M:



(b)

(a)

For each of the following strings 'lV,determine whether we L(M):
a. aabbba.
b. bab.
c. baba.

6. Show a possibly nondeterministic FSM to accept each of the following languages:
II. {a"ba"':n,m ~ O,n -3m}.
b. {tV e {a, b}. : tV contains at least one instance of aaba, bbb or ababa}.
Co {'we {Oog}. : lV corresponds to the decimaJencoding of a natural number whose

encoding contains, as a substring. the encoding of a natural number that is di
visible by 3}.

d. {1V e {O,l}·:w contains both 101 and 010 as substrings}.
eo {l() e {D.l}· :w corresponds to the binary encoding of a positive integer that is

divisible by 16or is odd}.
r. {If' e {a. b, c, d, e}·: ItDI ~ 2 and 10 begins and ends with the same symbol}.

7. Show an FSM (deterministic or nondeterministic) that accepts L = {we {a. b.
c}· : 'W contains at least one substring that consists of three identical symbols in a
row}. For example:
• The following strings are in L: aabbb, baacccbbb.
• The following strings are not in L: e , aba, abababab, abcbcab.

8. Show a DFSM to accept each of the following languages. The point of this exercise
is to see how much harder it is to build a DFSM for tasks like these than it is to
build an NDFSM. So do not simply build an NDFSM and then convert it. But do,
after you build a DFSM, build an equivalent NDFSM.
a. {'W e {a, b}· : the fourth from the last character is a}.
b. ~1(1e{a.bj>: 3x.ye {a.b}·: «tv = x abbaa y) V (w =.f baba y»}.

9. For each of the following NDFSMs. use nd.fsmtodfsm to construct an equivalent
DFSM. Begin by showing the value of eps(q) for each state q:
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11. For each of the following languages L:
(i) Describe the equivalence classes of =:: I.'

(ii) If the number of equivalence classes of =:: I. is finite, construct the minimal DFSM
that accepts L.

L {1O e {O,1} * : every 0 in tv is immediately followed hy the slring 11}.
b. {'tV e {O.1}· : 111 has either an odd numhcr of l's and an odd number of O's or

it has an even number of 1's and an even number of O's).
c. {111 e {a. b}* : ttl contains at least one occurrence of the Siring aababa}.
d. {tV1VR: w e {a,b ~• }.
eo {we {a, b}· :w contains at least one a and ends in al h:"51two b's [.
f. {we {O,l}·: there is no occurrence of the substring 000 in tt:).

b

10. Let M be the following NDFSM, Construct (using IItIJ~",t(J"t:m,),a DFSM that
accepts -,L(M ),

(c)

a

b

~------------ __ a__------------------~b
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Describe a very simple finite-state transducer that reads the characters in the
file one at a time and solves the word-counting problem. Assume that there exists
an output symbol with the property that, every lime it is generated, an external
counter gets incremented.

16. Real traffic light controllers are more complex than the one that we drew in
Example 5.29.
B. Consider an intersection of two roads controlled by a set of four lights (one in

each direction]. Don't worry about allowing for a special left-turn signal. De
sign a controller for this four-light system.

The <b7ank><b7ank> cat <b7ank>< 77nefeed>
saw <b7ank> the <b7ank><blank><b7ank> rat <I inefeed>
<bl snk> with
< Ii nefeed> a<b7ank> hat <7inefeed>
on <blank> the <blank><blank> mat <end-oF-file>

13. Construct a deterministic finite state transducer with input alphabet {a. b} for
each of the following tasks:

B. On input w.produce 1",where Ii = #a('w).
b. On input w.produce 1",where n = #a(lV)/2.
c. On input w, produce 1",where n is the number of occurrences of the substring

aba in 'w.
14. Construct a deterministic finite state transducer that could serve as the controller

for an elevator. Clearly describe the input and output alphabets. as well as the
states and the transitions between them.

IS. Consider the problem of counting the number of words in a text file that may con
tain letters plus any of the following non-letter characters:

<blank> <linefeed> <encl-of-file> ; ..~:?!

Define a word to be a string of letters that is preceded by either the beginning
of the file or some non-letter character and that is followed by some non-letter
character. For example, there are It words in the following text:

a
a

a

~ a ~~
a

a

12. Let M be the following DFSM. Use minDFSM to minimize M.
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18. Extend the description of the Soundex FSM that was started in Example 5.33 so
that it can assign a code to the name Pliler. Remember that you must take into ac
count the fact that every Soundex code is made up of exactly four characters,

19. Consider the weather/passport HMMof Example 5.37.Trace the execution of the
Viterbi and forward algorithms to answer the followingquestions:
a, Suppose that the report 1I##l is received from Athens.What was the most

likelyweather during the time of the report?
b. Is it more likely that IllIl came from London or from Athens?

20. Construct a Buehl automaton to accept each of the following languages of infinite
length strings:
s. {w E {a, b, c}w ~after any occurrence of an a there is eventually an occurrence

ora b}.
b. {1V E {a, b,c}": between any twoconsecutivea's there isan odd number orb's}.
c. {w E {a, b, c]" : there never comes a time after which no b'5 occur).

21. In H.2, we describe the use of siatechans as a tool for building complex systems..
A statechart is a hierarchically structured transition network model. Statecharts
aren't the only tools that exploit this idea. Another is Simulink'" Q. which is one
component of the larger programming environment MATLAB®Q.Use Simulink
to build an FSM simulator..

22. In 1.1.2,we describe the Alternating Bit protocol for handling message trans
mission in a network. Use the FSM that describes the sender to answer the
question, "Is there any upper bound on the number of times a message may be re
transmitted?"

23. In J.1,we show an FSMmodel of a simple intrusion detection device that could be
part ofa buildingsecuritysystem.Extend the model to allowthe system to have two
zones that can be armed and disarmed independently of each other.

(I 12345 ti7~t)() oS

b. As an emergency vehicle approaches 'an intersection. it should be able to send
a signal that willcause the light in its direction to turn green and the light in the
cross direction to turn yellow and then red. Modify your design LO allow this.

i7. Real bar code systems are more complex than the one that we sketched in
Example 5.31.They must be able to encode all ten digits. for example. There are
several industry-standard formats for bar codes, including the common UPC code
Q found on nearly everything we buy.Describe a finite state transducer that reads
the bars and outputs the corresponding decimal number.

126 Chapter 5· Finite State Machines
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